
RADIANT HEATING PANELS



SUMMARY OF RADIANT HEATING PANELS

LOW TEMPERATURE RADIANT HEATING PANELS
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HIGH TEMPERATURE RADIANT HEATING PANELS

I. PRINCIPLE OF HEATING

Graphic description of the principle of heating is on the
pictures No.1 and No.2

From above mentioned principle
ensue following advantages of
such system:
� the flow is radiated from the surface of the heating panel,

main part of its spectrum you can find within the board of
wave lengths higher than 5 µm and this flow is substantial-
ly absorbed by human body and this is the similar princi-
ple of warming as warming of objects

� it is possible to ensure optimum comfort level at the air
temperature 18–19 °C by radiating from the objects which
have been warmed up to 20–22 °C

� between the floor and the ceiling (vertical profile) you can
receive much more even temperature, the difference is here
1–2 °C while by convection heating it is 1 °C on each
30–50 cm of height

� the lower turbulence of the air in the room causes lower
turbulence of dust particles and this way is reduced possi-
bility of various illnesses, for example asthma, the inflam-
mation of mucous membrane and so on

� the possibility that the condensation of the walls surface
can rise is reduced thanks to higher temperature of the
walls, the air humidity stays nearly the same

� for the radiant flow with wavelengths higher than 3 µm the
glass is not penetrated by heat and that is why losses of
the radiating are almost zero

� the panels do not require any maintenance

� the energy saving is (to compare with convection heating)
18–24 % at least

Picture No.1
Convection
heating

Picture No.2
Radiant heating

While convector (by convection heating) warms especially
the air which transfers its heat by flowing over the surface of
the objects which is to be heated (walls, furniture), then radiant
heating panels transfer heat especially by radiating. Radiate
flow after falling on the objects (walls, furniture, floor) is partly
reflected (approx.15 %),but main part (approx. 85 %) is ab-
sorbed by objects on which is fallen. There is the radiating
energy changed to the heating energy (objects are warming
up) and by rising temperature of the object on the level, when
the temperature of the object is higher than temperature of the
air, the heat is transferred by convection — the air is warming up
from the warmer objects.
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